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 It features profiles of females who typify the style, alongside beautifully photographed and curated imagery
and how-to-get-the-look information. Ladies who embody the appearance include Katharine Hepburn,
Andree Putman, Lauren Hutton, Janelle Monae, Phoebe Philo, Ines de la Fressange, Tilda Swinton, Stella
Tennant, and Jenna Lyons. It espouses a grown-up style and attitude with a masculine-feminine aesthetic,
where culture, history, beauty, intelligence, feminism, quality, and flavor are celebrated.This visually
inspiring book explores the appearance, history, and essence of gentlewoman style.THE BRAND NEW
Garconne is a non-prescriptive guide for today's contemporary, independent, and stylish woman.
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Great anti-fashion fashion book We like that the author defines a gentlewoman mainly because a modern
and independent woman who blends male and feminine sensibilities and high and low brow influences. She
enjoyed it. Finally, I like the descriptions of the main element elements of the garconne/gentlewoman closet.
I'm definitely going to look at the author's recommendations. Beautiful book of inspiration for women
everywhere This is a beautifully designed volume - really lovely photos - and a delight to learn. The profiles
are high quality, the ladies all fascinating. Two Stars Boring Five Stars Great for anyone interested in
fashion. Five Stars A fun book, with a lot of meals for thought for anybody trying to define their personal
style Four Stars Interesting book of interviews of women regarding their classic design. Totally
recommended! I actually purchased one for a pal ( gift ). Second of all, I loved the interviews with
interesting and stylish ladies. Additionally, there are smart fashion suggestions that fit in the "gentlewoman"
aesthetic.
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